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Season 2, Episode 18
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Jones



A case involving a serial killer believed to be copying Jack the Ripper takes Gideon to New Orleans after three victims are found with their throats cut. Once thought to have been killed in Hurricane Katrina, the discovery of a fourth victim in the French Quarter confirms the murderer is still alive. All the evidence and files had been lost in the flood, so the only clue the team has is the word "Jones" that the lead detective wrote on the wall just before he drowned. Meanwhile, Reid meets up with an old rival as he continues to struggle with the aftermath of being held hostage.
Quest roles:
Josh Stewart(William LaMontagne Jr.), Jeff Doucette(Coroner), Simone Kessell(Sarah Danlin), Rhys Coiro(Ethan), Randy Thompson(J.R. 'Smitty' Smith), Edward Edwards(William LaMontagne, Sr.), Chris Eckles(John), John Edward Lee(Ronnie Tibideaux), Dufflyn Lammers(Alice), Tyson Turrou(Friend #1), Jeffrey Doornbos(Cell Phone Man), Brian Meredith(Guy in Alley), Elena Zaretsky(Brunette Woman), Candice Afia(Waitress), Chip Joslin(Blonde Haired Man), Terence J. Rotolo(Baseball Hat Guy), Marissa Welsh(Prostitute), Tammy Dugen(Woman in the Blue Top)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
28 February 2007, 23:59
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